A Filipino worker puts signs on a giant tally board, preparing for today's presidential election between current Philippines leader Ferdinand Marcos and opponent Corazon Aquino. Millions of citizens will vote in the national election. Related stories below:

Marcos, Aquino rivalry clashes today in Philippine election

By J. CHRISTOPHER MURPHY

A major proposal for restructuring the student government currently being considered by the Student Senate, although no plans have yet been finalized.

The goal of restructuring is to centralize the power of student government into the senate and the office of the student body president. To attain this goal, a decision was reached to rebuild student government as a whole.

"The ultimate goal of the restructuring is to consolidate all authority: money, power, influence, into the Student Senate," said Brian Holst, chairman of the restructuring committee.

"To accomplish this we must look at the relations between Student Senate and the other government structures," Holst said.

He added that the proposal will emphasize the role of elected officials, who will finalize all major decisions.

"Because the goal is to take power away from appointed individuals and into the hands of elected officials, it is necessary to restructure the composition of the senate," Holst said.

Bill Healy, student body president, said his original intent in the disbandment proposal was centralization. "You must centralize power in the hands of the few, otherwise you have competing powers which lead to internal bickering," he said.

Healy said he believes the proposal in the fall was not studied well enough. He advocates the restructuring process being done by a separate committee who could iron out the plan, leaving its implementation to the senate.

"The way they are handling it is good. It will consolidate the student power in the hands of elected officials," Holst said.

ND Senate considers proposal to restructure

By JOHN HEASLY

The elections are an attempt by current Philippine President Ferdinand Marcos to "legitimize himself" according to Moody.

Faced with a dwindling base of supporters, Marcos called for the presidential election in an attempt to raise his popularity and fend off the threat of a free election. The elections are an attempt by current Philippine President Ferdinand Marcos to "legitimize himself" according to Moody.

The goal is to take power away from appointed individuals and into the hands of elected officials, which lead to internal bickering," he said.

Healy believes the proposal in the fall was not studied well enough. He advocates the restructuring process being done by a separate committee who could iron out the plan, leaving its implementation to the senate.

"The way they are handling it is good. It will consolidate the student power in the hands of elected officials," Holst said.

Three stores and lounge open in new LaFortune basement

This graphic details the final layout of the basement of LaFortune Student Center. The basement is under construction. The Ticket Stub, The Cellar, Irish Gardens Flower Shop and the Lounge, all on the west side of the basement, are now open:

1. The Ticket Stub (open)
2. The Cellar (open)
3. Barber
4. Copy Machine
5. Irish Gardens (open)
6. Lounge (open)
7. First Source Travel Office
8. Restroom
9. Sweets shop operated by University Food Services
10. University Hair Stylists
11. Computer store
12. Storage
13. Game room
14. Empty
15. The Underground (T-shirt shop)
16. 24-hour laundromat
17. Recreation room - ping pong and pool tables
18. Recreation room - big screen televisions
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Of Interest

Valentine’s flowers and candy usually are much appreciated on Feb. 14. Orders for a 1/2 lb. box of Fancy Mac nut mix smallways and caramels will be taken today in Fleming’s lobby from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. The flowers and candy will be delivered on Valentine’s Day. - The Observer

The Snite Museum of Art has announced the opening of "Reconstructions: An Exploration of Form and Feeling," photographs by Richard Steichen. The exhibition opens on Feb. 25 and runs through March 11. Steichen is a professor of photog­raphy in the department of art, art history, and design at Notre Dame. - The Observer

The annual Tri-military Ball will be held tonight starting at 6:30 in the South Dining Hall. The ball is sponsored by the combined ROTC units at Notre Dame. The band "Voyage" will be featured. - The Observer

Edgar Chamorro, former leader of the Nicaraguan contras, will speak on "An Insider’s Perspective on a Political Solution to the U.S. Nicaraguan Conflict," Sunday at 8 p.m. in the Avery auditorium. Chamorro was a director of the FDN, the largest contra organization, from 1982 to 1984 and later became chairman of increasing CIA control over that organization. - The Observer

The opening of "Reconstructions: An Exploration of Form and Feeling," from the Observer of exam and vacation periods. The year 1986 photography in the department of art, art history, and design at Notre Dame. - The Observer

The Society of Women Engineers is planning a seminar titled "Women Engineering From College to Career." The seminar is scheduled for Feb. 15 from 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. with a luncheon at 1. The seminar is open to all women students attending Notre Dame. The deadline for luncheon reservations is today. - The Observer

The Friday Forum continues today at the Center for Social Concerns with Michael Loux, the dean of the College of Arts and Letters. Loux will be speaking on "The College Curriculum and the Special Mission of Notre Dame." The talk is open to faculty and staff from 12:15 to 1. Soup and bread will be available for $1. - The Observer

The Keenan Revue Party will be held tonight after the African College Center at St. Mary’s. There will be refreshments and a disc jockey. All are welcome. - The Observer

A cross country ski race at St. Patrick’s County Park and Medline Bertrand County Park is planned for Sunday. Registration starts at 10 a.m. in the brown barn at St. Patrick’s Park with races starting at 11 a.m. A photocall of St. Genevieve. The race is open to all ages and levels of skiers. A registration fee of $2 is re­quired on the day of the race. For information call St. Patrick’s Park at 270-4826. - The Observer

Keenan Hall will be sponsoring a Lenten retreat during its Sunday liturgies throughout Lent. The retreat begins Sunday at 4:30. All are invited. - The Observer

We can make you laugh tomorrow night at the Wigwag College Center at Saint Mary’s. There will be refreshments and a disc jockey. All are welcome. - The Observer

Weather

Bring on the white this weekend. There is a 70 percent chance of snow Monday night or Tuesday night. The Student Activities Board will give you money if their comedians can’t get you to laugh. Sign up to be a member or get a ticket for $2 at the Ticket Stub in LaFortune. - The Observer

Taunts of Marquette students fade as Block Party turns alcohol-free

We are (clap, clap) not dry. We are (clap, clap) not dry. We are (clap, clap) not dry. This chant filled the ACC on Feb. 25, 1984, as Notre Dame played host to the Marquette Warrior basketball team. This variation of the traditional Notre Dame cheer was a reaction to the immmun alcohol policy. Members of the Alcohol Committee had not revealed any of the options under consideration, so as to not fuel rumors and speculation. Yet, rumors and speculation were nonetheless circulating around campus. Students for Continued Responsible Drinking voted one hand­bills at that particular game to protest the possibility of a dry campus, channeling a growing student unrest on the alcohol issue.

Less than two months later, the alcohol policy was officially announced. It brought an end to underaged consumption of alcohol in dorm parties and legal private parties in rooms. It changed the face of the Notre Dame social scene, in ways that are still being discovered.

Marquette students who attended that game at the ACC laughed at the Notre Dame student cheer. After all, their school was located in Wisconsin, a state with a drinking age of 18 and bars across the street from dorms. Less than two years later, the laughter has faded. Marquette must confront its own changes in a traditional student event: The Block Party. According to a Jan. 30 Marquette Tribune article, Marquette has lost its Block Party identity. James Moore, dean of stu­dents at Marquette, said in the Tribune, "One of the problems with Block Party, I think, is the large number of people. The university is not able to control all the drinking going on.

A sound familiar. Pat Romberg, Associated Students of Marquette University Block Party commissioner said the ASMU is looking into the possibility of either a non-alcoholic event at the Block Party or a whole week of events to replace the party. "This is all tentative right now." Romberg said.

But the fact remains that there are more changes on the horizon. Attitudes in the United States toward drink­ing, especially underage drinking, are changing. There is little chance that America will return to Prohibition, but will this translate to every campus yet to extra’s lives. But someone must always be responsible for such a party in today’s society.

Marquette students are learning that the simple protest which took place during a basketball game two years ago may have been a preview of things to come.

Frank Lipo
News Editor

21 drinking age, are one very visible way in which morality is tied to legality.

Liability is a more important reason why more restrictions on public drinking have been demonstrated recently. Notre Dame’s alcohol policy and the restrictions placed on tailgaters are just two examples of this at Notre Dame. Marquette’s latest dif­ficulties with Block Party insurance and Wisconsin’s in­evitable climb to a 21-drinking age (it is already 19) will eventually affect the lives of Marquette students.

But will this conscious­ness of the liability laws change other festivals of the college landscape? Will the Halloween Party at Southern Illinois University or the Little 500 at Indiana Uni­versity be far behind? It is difficult to predict the fate of these or other similar events. It also would be foolish to automatically extend this trend to every large public event in which there is the possibility of in­jury or damage to people or property. Especially if al­cohol is part of that event.

And events such as the Block Party and the Little 500 are not restricted to the realm of college life. New Orleans and Mardi Gras time or New Year’s Eve in Times Square put the Block Party to shame.

People from all walks of life, not just college students, want and need an occasional break from the everyday realities of their lives. But someone must always be responsible for such a party in today’s society.

Marquette students are learning that the simple protest which took place during a basketball game two years ago may have been a preview of things to come.
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Temperatures, launch vibrations latest suspects in shuttle explosion

Associated Press

SPACE CENTER, Houston - Freezing temperatures and the vibrations of launch could have combined to cause a solid rocket booster to crack and trigger the explosion that blew apart Challenger, rocketry experts said Wednesday.

Gary Flandro of Georgia Institute of Technology and Herman Krier of the University of Illinois, both experts on solid-fueled rocketry, said the overnight subfreezing temperatures at the Kennedy Space Center just before launch could have caused temperature differences of 50 degrees or more between the inside and the outside of Challenger's two solid rocket engines.

Such a wide range of temperatures, they said, could have worked with the stress of vibration to cause a failure in the rocket wall.

Photos taken after the launch show a jet of flame roaring out of the side of Challenger's right solid rocket booster. Some experts believe this flame caused a fuel tank to explode.

There were no temperature sensors in the solid rocket boosters, an omission that Flandro called "imprudent."

"Any kind of material like this (solid rocket propellant) is temperature sensitive," said Flandro.

"Imprudent." Temperature extremes have always been a problem in military rockets and that's why the military stores them at controlled temperatures.

Temperatures dropped below freezing at the Kennedy Space Center on the night of Jan. 27, and when launch day dawned there were icicles on the pad. NASA and the Air Force refused to release readings from the space center area for launch day, but other sources say the temperatures dropped to a low of 24 degrees during the night and were only at 38 degrees at launch time.

An executive at Morton Thiokol Inc., manufacturer of the solid rocket engines said the rockets are designed to operate when the average temperature of the propellant is 40 degrees. He said each 1.2 million-pound rocket is so large that it would take a month-long soak in low temperatures for the bulk temperature to reach 40 degrees.

"I'm not saying that temperature couldn't have had some effect," said the executive, who asked not to be identified.

1986 Japanese Mombusho Award presented to senior at Notre Dame

By GARRETT KANEHANN

Thomas Fehlner, a Notre Dame senior from South Bend, has received the 1986 Mombusho Award, an honor which allows him to study three semesters in a Japanese university.

In addition to the education, Fehlner will receive transportation to and from Japan and a monthly allowance equal to 8600.

Starting in October, he will research the deregulation of the Japanese securities market under the direction of a Japanese professor.

After making a proposal and taking a three hour exam, Fehlner submitted a detailed application which was reviewed by a panel in Washington. The approved application then went to Tokyo for final reviewing.

Fehlner competed against students in five other midwestern states for the award. The selection process yielded five students including Fehlner, the seventh Notre Dame student to win this award.

Although criteria for selection as a recipient of this award was not specific, Fehlner thought his knowledge of the language helped him perform well on the exam.

"Having taken the exam myself, I know that the exam is very rigorous," said Michael Brownstein, one of Fehlner's Notre Dame language professors.

After a semester, Fehlner will have the option to take an entrance exam for a graduate school where he will pursue a master's degree. If Fehlner opts not to pursue a master's degree in Japan, he said he wants to return to the United States and either enter the job market or attend graduate school.

This will not be Fehlner's first trip to Japan. In addition to living in England for a while and travelling extensively throughout Europe, he spent his sophomore year in Japan in Notre Dame's program.

So he would have "more time to practice the language," Fehlner took the following year off and stayed in Japan.

He first became interested in the Japanese because of a high school teacher. Fehlner heard of the Mombusho Award from George Minamiki, assistant professor of modern and classical languages at Notre Dame. With the help of Minamiki and Brownstein, Fehlner pursued his interest in the Japanese.

Fehlner said the Japanese courses and programs available at Notre Dame played an important role in his decision to attend the University.

Notre Dame has a Japanese Language Program, which includes a Japanese language course for each year of college with supportive courses from the departments of history, government, business, theology and communications.

Correction

Because of an editing error, an incorrect date was reported in an Of Interest item yesterday. The Ensemble Opera Company of the Cincinnati Opera will perform Thursday night, Feb. 15 at O'Keefe Auditorium. The Observer regrets the error.
Teen-age AIDS victim achieves partial victory

Associated Press

LAFAYETTE, Ind. - Teen-age AIDS victim Ryan White can return to school provided the Howard County health officer approves, a state health department appeals board ruled yesterday.

But the state Board of Special Education Appeals, while ruling that the boy should be allowed in class, overturned an earlier state Department of Education ruling that ordered him allowed back in the classroom immediately.

"It's another delay," said Charles Vaughn, attorney for the 14-year-old Kokomo boy.

"We're back to square one," said Jeanne White, the boy's mother. "I feel a decision should have been made today."

The hearing was the fourth and last step in the White family's appeal through the state education system for permission for Ryan to attend classes at Western Middle School.

Yesterday's ruling followed a decision in the boy's favor by a hearing officer in November.

School officials viewed yesterday's ruling as a partial victory.

"Finally, they're listening to us," said Daniel Carter, president of the Western School Corporation.

White was barred from classes in last summer after his acquired immune deficiency syndrome was disclosed.

The boy contracted AIDS through treatment for hemophilia and is physically able to attend school, doctors have said.

White returned Wednesday night from a four-day trip to Rome where he was interviewed on Italian television about his disease.

Western school officials have argued he could infect other students if allowed in class.

AIDS, which interferes with the body's ability to resist infection, is nearly always fatal and no cure has been discovered.

The disease is transmitted through sexual contact and exchanges of bodily fluids, and not through casual association, health experts have said.

Supporters of the Western School Corp.'s decision have argued that health officials are unable to guarantee that Ryan would not infect other students, however. Several people at the hearing wore badges that said, "The AIDS puzzle is not complete."

Support of the Western School Corporation's decision have argued that health officials are unable to guarantee that Ryan would not infect other students; however. Several people at the hearing wore badges that said, "The AIDS puzzle is not complete."

"The evidence shows 6 percent, over 1,000 cases, where they do not know how the disease was transmitted," said David Day, attorney for the school corporation.

White, wearing blue jeans and a jeans jacket, appeared at the hearing, along with his mother. He did not testify before the board.

Vaughn argued that the board should immediately order school officials to allow White back into the classroom.

Board chairman John Mefford, a professor of education at Indiana University at South Bend, censored Vaughn, saying the attorney's remarks about school officials were becoming too heated.

Doctors' writing gets bad diagnosis

Associated Press

BOSTON - A study that set out to learn the quality of doctors' handwriting has found, to no one's surprise, that it's very bad indeed.

"We conclude that a considerable portion of most handwritten medical records are illegible, which confirms the common but unpublished wisdom on this subject," they wrote.

They found that 16 percent of the words in the reports were illegible, as were 80 percent of the doctors' signatures. Because of the poor penmanship, 42 percent of the patient reports could not be fully comprehended.

"The price we pay for illegibility includes lower quality of care, a waste of professional time, potential legal problems and a waste of resources in duplicating data that are functionally lost because of illegibility," the doctors wrote in a letter in yesterday's New England Journal of Medicine.
Third bomb explosion brings fear to Parisiens

PARIS - The third bomb explosion in Paris in 48 hours wreaked part of a crowded underground sporting goods store Wednesday, wounding nine people and inspiring fears of a terrorist campaign connected to events in the Middle East.

Six of the wounded were in serious condition, officials said. The bomb went off at 6:05 p.m. in the FNAC/Sports shop on the third underground level of the ultramodern Forum des Halles, the city's largest commercial complex.

Dozens of police cars, fire trucks and ambulances rushed to the complex built on the site of the old wholesale food market.

The store was plunged into darkness and was evacuated immediately. Shoppers estimated that up to 300 people were in it when the bomb exploded.

A police officer said the police station in front of the Forum des Halles received an anonymous telephone warning that there would be a bombing on the first level of the complex. It came approximately 10 minutes before the explosion two levels below.

Twenty-one people have been wounded in the three blasts - eight Monday night at a shopping arcade on the Champs Elysees, four at a large Latin Quarter bookstore Tuesday night, and nine at the sports store.

An unexploded bomb was found Monday night in a public lavatory on the top observation level of the Eiffel Tower.

A group calling itself the Committee of Solidarity with Arab and Middle East Political Prisoners claimed responsibility for the bombing at the Galerie Claridge on the Champs Elysees.

Parisiens are due February 19 for blast in Paris since Monday. A bomb exploded in the Hailes shopping complex, seriously injuring six people. Story at right.

Applications are available in the S.A.B. offices. 2nd Floor LaFortune. Applications are due February 20. Any questions? Call 239-7757.
The observer

Election

continued from page 1

respectability to his administration, according to Moody.

Marcos, in his more than 20 years of office, "has managed to offend everybody at one point or another," said Moody.

"Nobody likes him. He has alienated the middle-class, the church, and the business community. Marcos' ability to run the country has suffered because of his handling of the Benigno Aquino murder investigation and the Philippine population's common belief that Marcos and members of the Philippine military were involved in the August 1983 assassination, according to Moody.

Moody said his "biggest worry," should Cory Aquino win today's election, is that "she won't be able to keep order" and that political and social chaos will ensue.

"It's a depressuring situation . . . it's a no-win situation."

Aquino's ability to keep together an administration which is currently united only by his anti-Marcos stance is unlikely in Moody's opinion.

Aquino's popular appeal is based upon her "un-stained past" but, said Moody, "that does not necessarily qualify her to rule the country."

"She doesn't seem the type to assert herself if 'pushed around'" according to Moody.

Marcos has the backing of the Philippine army, in particular the top commanding ranks, who would fear reprisal from Aquino's administration should she win, according to Moody.

The Philippines, a former U.S. colony, contain both a major U.S. navy and air base which are key to U.S. military strategy.

Lease fees paid to the Philippines for the naval base at Subic Bay and air station at Clark Field are a major source of revenue for the Philippine government, said Moody.

The naval base at Subic Bay is the largest U.S. navy base in the world.

The Russian presence at such places as Cam Rahn Bay, Vietnam, a former U.S. navy base, is a source of concern for Thailand, Communist and Nationalist China, and Japan.

An American presence in the Southeast Pacific is seen as favorable by many neighboring nations such as Japan which depends upon U.S. military presence to keep safe its oil deliveries from the Persian Gulf.

Marcos was first elected in 1965, reelected in 1969, and declared martial law in the Philippines in 1972. Marcos' declaration which "put an end to political and civil liberty," according to Moody, was an attempt to bring about an end to a growing communist threat, a decrease in rising crime rates, and social changes, all of which were not being brought about through traditional democratic means.

Declaring the country was being run by an oligarchy, Marcos saw martial law as a way to bring about these changes, said Moody.

None of these reforms have taken place and these situations have only worsened in the interim, according to Moody, the deteriorating conditions being brought to a head by the Aquino murder and subsequent investigation.

The process for the adoption of the new constitution involves several steps. First, the committee presents the proposal to Student Senate. A Senate committee then brings up the proposal for ratification, and the proposal comes up for a vote by the Senate and HPC.

For an amendment to the constitution to pass, at least a two-thirds vote in favor from both the Senate and the HPC is needed. A tie in the 24-member Senate or a tie in the 16-member Senate would be broken by a vote of a two-thirds majority of the HPC.

"That all of the hall presidents feel that the redistributed role of the HPC is a good one," said Mark Conces, Flanner Hall co-president.

"We can't carefully concern ourselves with everything that is going on in the dorm and be a legislative body for the entire campus."
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Saturday, February 1
9:30 - 1:30

EVERYONE WELCOME!

WANTED

ALL PARTIERS

Alumni Senior Club
presents . . .

LAKE EFFECT

Student Government

Did you know..

In the unfortunate event that you are charged with a violation of the rules of this University or of your hall, you have certain rights.

Do not act without carefully examining your rights as a student. Your hall judicial board chairperson can help you obtain information which will better equip you to handle the judicial process of the University.

This 5-part advertisement series are excerpts taken from a Manual Of Students' Rights published by the Judicial Council and available free of charge through your hall judicial board member.

Know Your Rights

*This advertisement is the last one of Students' Rights when occupied of a University offense.

(Student and) Pot

Student Government

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 1

9:30 - 1:30

EVERYONE WELCOME!
Fashionable 'New Morality' has no substance

Father Robert Griffin
Letters to a Lonely God

Judging from the talk shows I watch on television, I conclude that Dr. Ruth Westheimer is now the Abraham Lincoln of the sexually uninhibited. As the guest host on the "Johnny Carson Show" last week, Joan Rivers treated Dr. Ruth with the kind of respect Budhrop Sheeran used to get when he said Mass for the weary at the seminar. A typical question asked of Dr. Ruth: "What should you say to a child entering his parents' bedroom while they are making love?"

Dr. Ruth was very quick with her answer: she said that the bedroom door would help keep the children out, during lovemaking. More importantly, the child should be warned to stay out of the bedroom where the door is closed. Parents likewise should respect their children's privacy, leaving them undisturbed behind their own closed doors. The children may also be engaged in pastimes involving sexual expression, for which it is important for them to be allowed to go on.

We've gone through a sexual revolution. The talk show host asks the rock star, "How old were you when you said goodbye to innocence?" The rock star may hesitate, but he finally tells us more. Maybe it's a choice that the individual makes in order to be left alone.

The Gipper's Ghost

By yeoman Sunday, a hastily painted bedsheet banner was draped above the entrance to Dutch Reagan's dormitory. It said, "Sprout Hall - Home of the Gipper's Ghost."

When Reagan saw it, he thought, "If they only knew!"

John Thornton's column was being passed around, a paean to the Fighting Irish: "If anyone thinks the score is the only thing to be reckoned with, he's wrong."

Father Simon, the ball rector, had even arranged for a color guard photograph to be made and tacked onto Reagan's door.

The Gipper's Ghost

Chapter 17

Headlined GIPPER'S GHOST HAUNTS MIAMI, the story read in the Florida edition of Notre Dame turned out the lights on Miami last night in a terrifying display of skill and speed. The Fighting Irish inflicted an 18-0 defeat on the talented Hurricanes.

"The Gipper" was not a ghostly apparition. Quackenbush. Published 1963. Printed by Simonds. Copyright 1963 by Quackenbush. Published 17th episode in The Glpper's Ghost, serial publication

The next day, the story began: "The Fighting Irish played as if it were their last game. They had no intention of losing.

The game was an eye-opener for the nuns at the convent. It made them consider the possibility of their being replaced by a more modern order.

The remainder of the story summarized the scoring details. A sidebar reported that the Fighting Irish had outscored their opponents in all the major college football polls.

The Catholic and his confessor are united in this view: the world is a cold, hard place, and it is difficult to find solace in it. But the Gipper's ghost lives on, a reminder of the values that seem tried and true.

The story concluded: "I tell you this story to show you I do not win all the arguments."

Dr. Ruth, Ann Landers and Miss America are the new gurus, and they make me nervous with their advice. I rely on a conservative as a guide on this, but I know it is important for them to be allowed to go on.

At the team dinner Monday evening, the Fighting Irish had their victory. The polls could not be changed. The Fighting Irish had outscored their opponents in all the major college football polls.
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Corazon Aquino fails to be viable election choice

This is the second article in a two-part series on Philippine politics, and will be devoted to discussing the Presidential election that is going to be held today. Although the election has received a considerable amount of media exposure in the past three weeks, it is not the first time that an election has been a topic of almost daily coverage, my intent is to hopefully provide a more candid analysis.

In my previous analysis (first part of the series), I noted that in order to get re-elected, Marcos has, will offer him two choices: maintain his current political status as President or stand for election. The first choice, I believe, means going down with the ship. The second, Marcos has not run for the position of President because he cannot afford to lose. The ticket for Marcos is a sham.

Jim Lahren

guest column

The U.S. media, to a large degree, have chosen to ignore the upcoming election in the Philippines. Marcos, who has been in power for 21 years, is running for President again. The Philippines, however, is not a country that is too small to make a difference. The Philippine economy, which is one of the largest in Southeast Asia, is heavily dependent on oil. If the Philippines were to become a major oil producer, it could have a significant impact on the global oil market. The Philippines is also a major democracy in Asia, and its political stability is important to the region and to the world as a whole.

Mike Wilkins

here, there and back

As they watched the tape of the explosion, reactions varied. Some students were confused, some sad, others angry. And there were a few who were simply awe-struck. The children were not watching the Space Shuttle Challenger take off last week, as so many school children across the country were. They were not watching the explosion they quickly tuned into the telecast.

The students who I interviewed said that they were especially interested in the space race. They were fascinated by the idea of going into space and were not surprised by the explosion. They did not think that it was a sign of the end of the space race, but rather that it was just another display of the power of television.

Although many of the students were not aware of the details of the explosion, they could recognize reality, even when the reality was as harsh as the scene they saw over and over again that day.

The shock these students felt upon learning that the terrifying scene before them was real could have been a rude awakening. These are kids who have seen God knows how many robberies, muggings, and murders in their 12 years of urban existence. Death is a way of life. The explosion of the space shuttle meant nothing to them in terms of their daily reality. The explosion was just another display of spectacular special effects.

But suddenly these kids were faced with reality. The explosion that they saw over and over again that day was not just a special effect. They were not being cold or uncaring. They were not being cynical. They were not being麻木. They were not being indifferent. They were not being apathetic. They were not being ignorant.

In fact, they were shocked. They were frightened. They were angry. They were confused.
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As the first performers take the stage for the 10th Annual Keenan Revue, the audience waits in anticipation. Will it match up to the shows of the past? Will the palpable anticipation of the Notre Dame and Saint Mary's campuses be rewarded?

Is there a Santa Claus? Of course, it was a great show.

The fun begins with Keenan's version of "A Chorus Line." The act "Boys of the Chorus" astounds the audience with sassy song and dance, complete with kicks. Throughout the show the Chorus entertains, rarely allowing the audience a dull moment.

Keenanites have dug deeply this year, satirizing aspects of life at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's never touched on before. Father Ted and Goldrick take most of the abuse, as do parents, the alcohol policy, and Dulac. The decreased emphasis on jokes about Saint Mary's and Breen-Phillips are a definite improvement over last year's show. The clever ways the performers twist these topics is the highlight of this year's Revue. It seems that Keenan has put more time and effort into the show - the acts are better organized, props are used more sparingly, and, with a few exceptions, technical problems are avoided.

The three-hour show consists primarily of humorous skits. Act One comes on strong with "Bathroom Boogie," an unique look at a trip to the men's room. It is followed by "Good Grammar With Dr. Ruth West-Hyphen," featuring George Cannon as the knowlegable doctor; this skit solves the problems of several callers who have trouble with such important grammatical tools as periods, vowels, and colons.

Perhaps the best received skits in this act are "Payments For Spring," starring Terry Cross, Mark Boyle, Mike Boyle, Ed Leonard and Paul Tobin, and "I Fought Dulac." Video aid on "Payments For Spring" enhances the message of the skit.

see REVUE, page 2

Keenanites discuss what they like least in "I Hate It When That Happens."
The Keenan Revue 1986

which includes singing priests and
tuning wedgie guitars and
titubation. "I Fought Du Lac"
develops the true stories of Chuck
Lanza, Mark Stephens and Keith
Harrison who really did fight Du Lac
and lived to tell about it.

Other amusing sketches in the
first act include "The Keenan Hall
Shuffle," "Return of the Living
Alumni," "Mr. Bill" and "Super Palm
Sunday."

Act Two begins with Keenan Hall
President Bill Boyle with the help of
breakdancers Drew Greeley, Rich
Corsetto and Marty Mullen
hilarious. Runfola's editorial in
Sunday.

"Indiana Vice" is a spoof of the
popular TV series "Miami Vice.
Featuring Terri Cross as Tubbs and
John Huebl as Sonny, the pair battle
a machine to end the Notre Dame
addiction to coke.

"I Hate It When That Happens," a
clever take-off of the Saturday Night
Live act, features two nerds, played by
Ken Matlusky and Dave Marcon-
toons. These two discuss their
weekend and the unusual incidents
that they dislike most in a very
descriptive way.

Also included in the Revue are
acts based on musical talent, some
of the best being Doug Pokhisk's
"Piano Solo," and Marty Mullen's
"Time Flies." "The Piano Solo"
displays Pokhisk's talent for com-
posing as well as performing. The
beauty of the piece added to its
charm and kept the show rolling.

Marty Mullen exhibits an assem-
blment of musical abilities by playing
the guitar, the harmonica and the
guitar, the harmonica and the
rhythm well-received by the audience, this
performance is a cultural delight.

Most student's exposure to
rhythm & blues consists of last
year's Pizza Hut commercial, but
not in the case of Greg Bower and
Mike Scalfy. In "BRU's Blues" they
surprise the audience with music
that is definitely not played on
WVL. Conjuring up thoughts of
blue days, this act is definitely a
refresher.

Short and long acts are inter-
spersed in this year's Revue, making
the three-hour show skip along. Skit
lengths range from 10 seconds to
10 minutes, the shortest being Tony
Deliberato's "The Far Side." Other
great short acts are "Sound Effects,"
"Untitled" and "A Truly Big Occa-
sion."

"Join in," says Bob Kaemmerlen,
who, along with Jim Melluish and
Bill Boyle are responsible for
"Sound Effects." This act gives the
audience the opportunity to do
things they've probably never done
before - or never thought they'd
ever do.

"Untitled" is the best kept secret
of the show, and should be left that
way for now. Let it suffice to say
that the men involved in this one
watched television when they were
children.

A Truly Big Occasion," with
Tony Bonfiglio and the members of
section 4-North is the only skit that
could be called a romantic comedy.
The costumes for this one are very
funny indeed.

The only drawback of the Revue is
"Batman," a skit that is either
based on a private joke that the
audience is incapable of under-
standing or whose creator is so
off-the-wall that the act appears
meaningless. In a show that has so
many good acts, this act sticks out
like a worm chic.

But this reminds the audience
that the performers are amateurs,
normal guys who walk around
Notre Dame everyday. However,
they all have one characteristic in
common: Keenan. They've all spent
the last week working day and night
for a mere three performances
and a few hours of glory. And for
what? The chance to entertain their
fellow students. It's this attitude and
their commitment to The Keenan
Revue that makes this year's show
the perfect 10.
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**Spielberg gains triumph with ‘The Color Purple’**

TRIPP BALTZ features writer

Film making and novel writing are two entirely different forms of entertainment media. Their methods of presentation are so different that it is futile to compare them, even when they deal with the same story.

**Movie review**

When Steven Spielberg turned Alice Walker’s Pulitzer Prize-winning novel into a film, he attempted to change written language into cinematic material. Spielbergs grace with the normal theatrical devices. It has music and color. It has scenery. It has fine acting and well-shaped characterization.

“The Color Purple” succeeds as a film because it has emotion, capturing it with perhaps more intent than any movie before. The emotional feeling is not always positive, however. “The Color Purple” is a very heavy movie. The restrained torment in the face of the main character, Celie, makes the viewer feel the same pain and hatred she feels. The quiet, almost peaceful aggression of her unnamed contemporary slave-driver, Mr. ——, makes the audience feel like captives, too.

But moviegoers also warm to the best of the calculating night-club dancer Shug Avery, applauded at the snorting fury of the robust Sophis and laugh at her comical husband, Harpo. This film is loaded with feeling.

Fortunately, “The Color Purple” marks a departure from movies dripping with special effects. However, it is temporary. For Steven Spielberg, the absence of excessive effects, however, is made up for in tear-jerking scenes packed with so much feeling they can be almost unbearable.

The aspect of lesbainism in “The Color Purple” is handled well, however, in an appropriately uncomfortable interchange between Shug and Celie.

Ultimately, the pain and desperation expressed in “The Color Purple” are remedied in what is perhaps one of the most triumphant endings in movie history. Celie, who has endured so much abuse throughout the story, is reunited with her son, daughter, and beloved sister, Nettie.

The final image which burned most clearly in my mind is of the silhouettes of the two sisters in a golden-floueld field. As the girls return to the band they played with one another in their youth, the shadow of Mister passes over the screen. The audience is not forced to endure an empty attempt to bring Celie back together with her abusive, although pennent spouse.

“The Color Purple” is a resonadly successful film. It is hard not to be swept up in the color and the feeling that emerges from this modern classic. It is a film that represents film making at its best. With superb performances by Danny Glover and newcomer Whoopi Goldberg, whose haunting portrayal of Celie STILL holds the audience, a colorful score by Quincy Jones, and perfectly directed scenes (3 shivered every time Mr. —— needed a shave), “The Color Purple” is a cinematic triumph.

**The Scoop**

**Art**

The South Bend Community School Corporation Art Faculty Exhibition closes Sunday in the Warner Gallery of the South Bend Art Center. This invitational exhibit highlights the work of the art instructors within the South Bend community. Admission is free.

- **Artists and Models:** Portraits from the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, a collection of 25 watercolors, prints, drawings and photographs continues this weekend in the South Bend Art Center. Admission is free.

**Music**

- The Notre Dame department of music announces Mary Beaudoin in a graduate student voice recital tomorrow in the Allenberg Auditorium. Beaudoin will perform works by Bach, Brahms, Handel and Massenet. Admission to the 3 p.m. concert is free.

- The Elkhart County Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Dr. Michael Esselstrom, present a concert of Russian music Monday at the Beckman Performing Arts Center at Concord High School. The program includes the Scherzo and Finale Suite by Nikolay Rimsky-Korsakov and the Sergei Rachmaninov Piano Concerto no. 3, with junior soloist John Owings, piano soloist. Tickets to the 10:30 a.m. performance are $4 for college students. Tickets are available at the door and in advance at the Symphony office, located in the Midwest Commerce Bank Building.

- The Holiday Star Theater in Merrillville hosts the NorthWest Indiana Symphony featuring Anna Bella O'Shea Sunday. Tickets to the 3 p.m. performance are $6 and $12.

**Mass**

The celebrants for Mass at Sacred Heart Church this weekend are: Father Robert Griffin at 5 p.m. (Saturday night vigil). Father Patrick Kennedy at 9 a.m. Father Robert Kennedy at 10:30 a.m. and 12:15 p.m.

The schedule for confessions in Sacred Heart Church is: Monday through Thursday at 7:30 p.m.

**Assorted**

- The SAA presents “We Can Make You Laugh” tomorrow night in Student Center. Tickets are available at The Cellar and the door. Tickets to the show are $2 and available at The Cellar and the door.

- The SAA presents “We Can Make You Laugh” tomorrow night in Student Center. Tickets are available at The Cellar and the door. Tickets to the 7 p.m. performance are $2 and are available at The Cellar and the door.

**Movies**

- The Student Activities Board hosts “B.E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial” tonight and tomorrow night in the Engineering Auditorium. Starring Henry Thomas as Elliot, a little boy who befriends an alien left behind on earth, this film is one of Producer and Director Steven Spielberg’s finest. Drew Barrymore also makes her film debut as Elliot’s younger sister who doesn’t believe in E.T., the name given to the alien, until she meets him. Newsweek Magazine described the film as “An affectionate masterpiece. Funny, touching, exhilarating, irresistible. A movie for all ages.”

- The department of communications and theater presents “The Last Metro” tonight at the Annenberg Auditorium. Directed by Frenchman Francois Truffaut and starring Catherine Deneuve and Gerard Depardieu, the film depicts life in the French theater during the Nazi occupation in World War II. Against this setting a delicate love story unfolds.

- The Indiana University at South Bend continues its spring semester film series Sunday night with “Charlotte of the Fires,” winner of four Oscars. The film is based on the true story of two British runners in the 1924 Paris Olympics. Admission to the 7:30 and 9:45 p.m. shows is $1.50.
A cornucopia of great food at world-famous Bibler's

GRIG DE FILIPPO, TIM HEALY and RUS HUMBERTON

need for extra portions because there's plenty the first time around. Many of its recipes have been passed down from generation to generation. With home-brewed coffee, fresh-squeezed orange juice, hand-beaten pancake batter and "93 score" butter, Bibler's retains the old-fashioned touch with which it was established.

This nostalgic tradition is extended to the cluttered decor, which is marked by such items as antique butter churns, original Coke serving trays and copper tea kettles. This friendly and inviting atmosphere dissolves the generation gap; diners of all ages seem to have no problem finding time for a great breakfast.

Bibler's boasts "the most copied menu in the world," as well it should. There is something here for even the most delicate of appetites. The "eggery" contains every plausible way to prepare eggs, including poached, scrambled, fried or boiled. These quality "white eggs" (not brown) are accompanied by hand-grilled hash browns, sausage, bacon and other dry cured meats, toast or pancakes.

For the more adventurous taste buds, Bibler's offers a variety of omelettes, pancakes and crepes. Their Spanish omelette, although a bit spicy, is a refreshing change from the dining halls' meager attempts. The Swedish, pecan, potato and banana pancakes are all unique masterpieces, and the buckwheat pancakes are "okay," too.

But perhaps Bibler's is best known for its two specialties, the German and apple pancakes. These gut stretchers need plenty of room because they are meals in themselves. The apple pancake is a pleasant mixture of apple wedges and cinnamon served over a Sicilian-style pancake crust. The German pancake is equally delicious.

This nostalgic tradition is extended to the cluttered decor, which is marked by such items as antique butter churns, original Coke serving trays and copper tea kettles. This friendly and inviting atmosphere dissolves the generation gap; diners of all ages seem to have no problem finding time for a great breakfast.

Bibler's boasts "the most copied menu in the world," as well it should. There is something here for even the most delicate of appetites. The "eggery" contains every plausible way to prepare eggs, including poached, scrambled, fried or boiled. These quality "white eggs" (not brown) are accompanied by hand-grilled hash browns, sausage, bacon and other dry cured meats, toast or pancakes.
Rebukes previous claim on South African issues

Dear Editor:

Blaise Aguirre's article of Feb. 4 read like a set piece from the South African information service. However, a propagandist should, at least, get his facts right; he has confused Bishop Butrus with Father Buthelezi. It is Gautha who is leader of the Zulu and Isithu, not the Bishop.

Aguirre's poor ignorance of the black political situation in South Africa most likely reflects a white South African's biased education. Cheap shots at Bishop Tutu and denigrating the African National Congress as a Communist front also will win him young men friends among right-wingers in this country. It is, I think, regrettable that Aguirre's time at Notre Dame did not give him a greater regard for the truth.

The ANC is not a Communist organization and never has been. This movement has had an exemplary record on behalf of one of the worst tyrannies this century has ever seen. For years the ANC tried peaceful petitions to the white government, when this strategy met, repeatedly, with contemptuous dismissal, the ANC turned to passive resistance in the 1950s. At Sharpeville in 1960, 69 passive resisters were massacred- shot in the back as they fled by the white police. The South African Government's next move was to ban the ANC, whereupon the movement reluctantly adopted a policy of countervailing force. Even so, its targets were specifically defined as the army, police and economic establishment.

It is disingenuous of Aguirre to expect Nelson Mandela to renounce force when the ANC in 1962 was threatened with this.
Sports Briefs

The ND women's swimming team will play host to the University of Illinois (Chicago) and Valparaiso University tonight at the Rolh Aquatic Center. The meet is scheduled to begin at 7 p.m. - The Observer

The ND track team will travel to West Lafayette, Ind., tomorrow to take part in the Indiana intercollegiate indoor track meet - The Observer

A SMC softball clinic, directed by SMC head coach Scott Bensel and several other local coaches, will be held Saturday at the Angela Athletic Facility. The four-hour session on pitching, basic fundamentals, defense, and hitting and bunting techniques. Anyone interested may register on Saturday from 8 - 8:30 a.m. The first session will begin at 8 a.m. For registration fees and more information call the Angela Athletic Facility at 286-5548 - The Observer

Weekend group rentals for the Rolh Aquatic Center are now available through the NDA for NDA and SMC groups. For details and rates call NDA at 239-5100 - The Observer

A campus tug-of-war contest was organized by the Student Department and Lee Dormitory and class competitions will be held. Interested teams should begin to assemble their teams. For more information call Kevin Lennon at 259-6440 - The Observer

An interhall track meet will be held by the NDA on Wednesday, Feb. 19. For more information call NDA - The Observer

The NVA Century Club will give you a free t-shirt just for working out. Pick any activity and fill out a pledge card at the NVA office in the Student Center and come to your class competitions. You can redeem your log book for the free t-shirt. For more information call NDA - The Observer

Classifieds

NOTICES

TYPING SERVICES CALL MRS. CORTE, 226-7049

FOUND: small bag was taken Tuesday evening, Feb 11, 1986, from the Dula Residence Hall. If you find it or have any information, please call the Campus Police. Thank you - Aparlment 87

LOST: small bag with a few personal items was lost Tuesday evening, Feb 11, 1986, from the Dula Residence Hall. Please call Campus Police with any information - Aparlment 87

REWARD: offered for information that leads to the recovery of a lost sterling silver watch. Reward is $5. Please call Campus Police with any information - Aparlment 87

TYPING SERVICES CALL MRS. CORTE, 226-7049

BUSINESS EXTRAS: (916) 335-7511

EXPERT TYPING SERVICES CALL MRS. CORTE, 226-7049

FOUND: Small bag was taken Tuesday evening, Feb 11, 1986, from the Dula Residence Hall. If you find it or have any information, please call the Campus Police. Thank you - Aparlment 87

LOST/FOUND: My black book bag was taken Tuesday evening, Feb 11, 1986, from the Dula Residence Hall. If you find it or have any information, please call Campus Police. Thank you - Aparlment 87

TYPING SERVICES CALL MRS. CORTE, 226-7049

LITIGATION

WANTED

TICKETS

HELP

Two tickets available for Friday night hockey game at 6:45 p.m. Please call George Betsen at 335-1234 - The Observer

HELP: I DESPERATELY NEED a ticket to the hockey game Saturday afternoon, Feb. 15, 1986. Any help will be greatly appreciated. Please call 294-0686 and ask for JILL. Thanks. - The Observer

PERSONALS

WANTED

Announce wants in STORE STATE 1/2 of Colombe 1385


WANTED: Experiences with Latin American culture and language would be helpful. Please call or write for more information - The Observer

We have found in the case that college students and graduates are not only highly motivated and very interested in their studies but also interested in the profession itself. National registration fee is $30 for our special tax, high income registration fee is $50. Please call Campus Police. Thanks - Aparlment 87

For Sale

FOR SALE

NDA News Office: located in the third floor room of the Student Center, accepts classified advertising from 9 a.m. until 6 p.m. Monday through Friday. The NDA News office's location is located on the third floor of Haggard College Center, across from the offices of the Student Union and the Student Recreation Center. NDA News offers many services, including classified advertising, to student organizations. For more information, please call NDA at 239-5100. - Observer

Blackburn takes lead in golf tournament

Associated Press

SAN DIEGO - Defending champion Woody Blackburn shot a wind-blowen 66 and led a group of six players tied for the first-round lead yesterday in the $450,000 Sheraton-Orange County Open at Riviera Country Club.

Blackburn, who scored the only individual under-par round of the day, said he was surprised to be the leader, especially after a three-putt on the 18th hole. He had shot 68 in Monday's pro-am round.

"I was surprised," Blackburn said. "I didn't think I'd have a chance to win the tournament."

Despite the gusting wind that kept play on the course to a virtual stop, Blackburn continued to move up the leaderboard from his position going into the first round. He had shown his mettle on the par-3 11th hole when he chipped out of a bunker and a green side bunker onto the green, then putted for a birdie to complete the hole.

"I had a really bad lie," Blackburn said. "I was scared. It was a good job, though."

Blackburn, who was playing with Michael Cohen, shot 69 and was tied with Andy Billings, Al Geiberger and Mark Wiebe. Of the players tied for the lead, Blackburn was the only one without a bogey. Geiberger, who had three bogeys, shot 68.

The day's other leaders, in alphabetical order, were Jim Bissell, who tied with Blackburn, 66; Ron Brown, 70; and Dick Mayer, 70.

Among the other leaders, both Tom Weiskopf and Gary Player, who had two bogeys, shot 69. Reserve Curtis Strange, who had three bogeys, shot 70.

Blackburn, the defending champion and a Sheraton-Orange County Open regular, is trying to become the first player to win two Sheraton-Orange County Opens. He finished tied for 11th last year.

"I'm going to keep my fingers crossed," Blackburn said. "I'm sure I'll be back next year."

Billings, who was at 68, also had two bogeys, but he had four birdies as well.

"As long as the wind blows, you've got a chance," Billings said.

Cohen, who was also at 68, also had two bogeys, but he had five birdies.

"I'm very pleased with myself," Cohen said. "I've been working on my putting for weeks."

Mayer, who was also at 68, also had two bogeys, but he had five birdies as well.

"I feel very good," Mayer said. "I feel very good about the golf course."

The wind, which was expected, made the course difficult. The day's leaders were at 4-under-par 356, eight under their first-round total. The wind had blown at about 25 miles an hour, making it difficult for many players to hit their shots.

"It was a tough day," Brown said. "I'm glad I didn't play."

The leaders said they were not too concerned about the weather. They had prepared for the conditions.

"I knew it was going to be windy," Mayer said. "I knew it was going to be windy."
Krug

continued from page 16

work ethic which makes him a respected leader by example. He's extremely loyal and a great role model for the freshmen. He's someone the University can be very proud of and he'll be an asset wherever he goes and in whatever he does."

Krug has not missed a varsity match since walking on to the squad as a freshman. Religious weight lifting and conditioning, along with some luck, have prevented serious injury and have given Krug a rock of a body which he uses to his full advantage.

"I wrestle in a kind of a tight, in close type of style," he says. "Most of my matches are low-scoring and Coach McCann has tried to get me to open up a little bit. Every opponent is different and, while my style is somewhat conservative, I like to think I'm ready everytime I go out there."

A real Notre Dame man, Krug followed his grandfather, father, and brother to South Bend. He wanted to compete in a varsity sport at Notre Dame and this desire fueled a commitment that he has made a large part of his college life.

"Leaving something incomplete bothers me," says Krug. "I'd rather put in the hard work and take the disappointment with the success than not compete at all. I think the key is never letting myself get self-satisfied because that's how you get beat. Each year I've felt I've had something left to prove and everything has worked out well. Besides, I think I'm better scholastically because of the schedule wrestling gives me."

Krug applies the same type of intensity to his classroom work that he does to the wrestlers' room next to the ACC pit. A mechanical engineer minor, Krug earned a 4.0 grade point average last semester and was accepted to the University of Chicago where he will pursue a masters degree in business.

"I really want to make the most of my last month of wrestling for Notre Dame," he says. "There really isn't much besides a few freestyle tournaments after college. I'd possibly like to coach in some capacity in the future."

The remainder of Krug's season will be focused on peaking for the NCAA regionals which will take place March 1. Notre Dame's regional is considered the third best in the nation. The top three finishers in each weight class will go to the nationals and Krug's goal is to make that podium.

"The somewhat familiar with my competition and the graduation of some good wrestlers should make it a little easier, but I'm still going to work awfully hard to advance," he says.

McCann agrees with his captain's assessment of the 177-lb. class at the regionals.

"John has not been blown out by anyone this year and has had some close decisions to people he might face again. It won't be easy, but John can place in the top three," Krug, who lives in Dillon with his grandfather, father, and brother, says. "I'm not happy he's gone, I'm elated." Ditka said in an interview with The Associated Press.

"Never again in history will an assistant coach get as much credit as Buddy did," said Ditka. "I handled it well. It will be interesting to see how he handles it now that he's the head coach."

Ryan, who put together the vaunted 46-0 defense that helped Chicago to an 18-1 record this season, left the Bears shortly after their 46-10 Super Bowl victory over New England to become head coach of the Philadelphia Eagles. Ryan made it clear he feels Ditka was fortunate to have him.

"I should be so lucky to have a Buddy Ryan around," he said. "I'd like to think I can handle some situations better because of him."

But Ryan said the Bears have such a weak schedule next season, they should be so lucky to have a Buddy Ryan around, he said. "I'd like to think I can handle some situations better because of him."

By most accounts, Ditka and Ryan never hit it off well, in part because of differing philosophies on defense and handling players.

Ditka said Ryan had a "buddy-buddy system" and played favorites. "I believe in playing the best 11 players," said Ditka. "I don't believe in having favorite players. I want challenges, not preconceived situations. I want everybody to have a chance to play."

But Ryan said they had to do everything as a team. "He took a lot of boys and let him take them," said Ditka. "But he didn't let any of his assistants take any blame."

"Some people don't give credit to anyone else. Why doesn't (offensive line coach) Dick Stanfel get more credit? We led the league in rushing and receiving. I want everybody to have a chance to play."

Ditka has been a proponent of the -4- defense, in which six or seven men can rush the passer, leaving cornerbacks and linebackers in one-on-one coverage.

Ditka reveals elation over Ryan's departure

Associated Press

CHICAGO - Mike Ditka, coach of the Super Bowl champion Chicago Bears, says he's glad to see the last of Buddy Ryan and accues his former defensive coordinator of playing favorites and hogging credit for the Bears' success.

"I'm not happy he's gone, I'm elated," Ditka said in an interview with The Associated Press.

"Never again in history will an assistant coach get as much credit as Buddy did," said Ditka. "I handled it well. It will be interesting to see how he handles it now that he's the head coach."

Ryan, who put together the vaunted 46-0 defense that helped Chicago to an 18-1 record this season, left the Bears shortly after their 46-10 Super Bowl victory over New England to become head coach of the Philadelphia Eagles. Ryan made it clear he feels Ditka was fortunate to have him.

"I should be so lucky to have a Buddy Ryan around," he said. "I'd like to think I can handle some situations better because of him."

But Ryan said the Bears have such a weak schedule next season, they should be so lucky to have a Buddy Ryan around, he said. "I'd like to think I can handle some situations better because of him."

By most accounts, Ditka and Ryan never hit it off well, in part because of differing philosophies on defense and handling players.

Ditka said Ryan had a "buddy-buddy system" and played favorites. "I believe in playing the best 11 players," said Ditka. "I don't believe in having favorite players. I want challenges, not preconceived situations. I want everybody to have a chance to play."

But also said Ryan took more than his share of the credit.

"He took a lot of boys and let him take them," said Ditka. "But he didn't let any of his assistants take any blame."

"Some people don't give credit to anyone else. Why doesn't (offensive line coach) Dick Stanfel get more credit? We led the league in rushing and receiving. I want everybody to have a chance to play."

Ditka has been a proponent of the -4- defense, in which six or seven men can rush the passer, leaving cornerbacks and linebackers in one-on-one coverage.
**Irish hockey team travels to Army for two games against the Cadets**

By C.W. EHLMAN
Sports Writer

It's time to face the Black Knights on the ice.

That's right. A weekend battle with Army at West Point, N.Y. all starts this afternoon, and continues Saturday. For the Irish hockey team, it should prove to be one of the most emotional series yet.

Notre Dame head coach Lefty Smith will attempt to correct a nasty statistic that the team has taken as of late. Having lost seven of their last eight games, times have been a bit rocky for the Irish lately.

Last weekend the Irish dropped a tough two-game series to Lake Forest. Smith hopes that won't be repeated this time around. The team is healthy and that's a definite plus.

"Some of our players got banged up last weekend but we should be healthy and ready for the Army series," said Smith.

"This will be an extremely emotional series for us because of the tradition between our two schools," Smith said. "I expect Army to be quick and to really hassle because that is the style of the service academies. Hopefully, the emotion will help us to get things turned around."

If the Irish still have trouble putting the puck in the net, it may prove to be a long weekend full of frustration.

"Army is a tough, very tough team," said Assistant Coach Tom Carroll. "They play the top teams in the East. Nothing more really needs to be said. It should be a dandy war.

Kovacs contributes to strength of impressive Irish fencing team

By TRISH SULLIVAN
Sports Writer

Yehuda Kovacs came to Notre Dame because he wanted a challenge.

"When I let my interest be known that I wanted to go to school in the United States, I got many offers," says the sophomore fencer. "But Coach DeCicco seemed the most serious about my coming. And when I saw that the team had lost by only one point last year to Wayne State in the NCAA championship, I thought they might be able to use some help and I might be able to take on the challenge."

Kovacs finds the American competition challenging, but not impossible. Although he admits that some of the better fencers in the world are found in Israel and Europe, he gives credit where credit is due.

"I have no doubt that Notre Dame's fencing team is the best team as a group," says Kovacs. "We have probably the top fencers in each weapon and they are all so talented. I feel I can learn from them as much as they may learn from me. I am very glad that I found Notre Dame."

The Notre Dame fencing program is very pleased that Kovacs took the challenge and found them.

---

**ANNUCLING THE**

**Monday Night Special**

Up to 11,068 Subscriber Prizes

**$10.00**

Complimentary Haircut

**$12.50-$22.50**

Haircutting and Coloring

**$32.00**

Perm, Foil waves custom cut or straightened with Michael & Co. product

If your name appeared incorrectly on the registrar's Diploma printout then please contact The Dome to make corrections on your senior listing.

**BLACK CULTURAL ARTS FESTIVAL**

Dick Gregory
- Human Rights Activist
- Author - Lecturer
- Fasting Expert

February 10th 7pm

Library Auditorium

Reception will follow.
Women's tennis team opens season over weekend in Springfield, Mo

By ANDREA LaFRENIERE
Sports Writer

Nine members of the Saint Mary's swim team have qualified to compete in the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA) Nationals, scheduled for March 6-9 at Whitworth College in Spokane, Wash.

The swimmers, who qualified for the competition by meeting certain time standards, will represent Saint Mary's in seven events, three of which are relays.

Senior Joyce Murtagh, sophomore Megan Rafferty and Jennifer Vessell, and freshman Sarah Maurer will compete in the 800-yard freestyle relay, while the team of Murtagh, Rafferty, senior Anne Cushing and junior Patty Juckniess will swim in the 400-yard freestyle relay. Juckniess, Murtagh, Rafferty and junior Mary Fisher will participate in the 200-yard freestyle relay event.

Four swimmers have qualified for individual events, as well. Juckniess, Rafferty, junior Margaret Mannion and freshman Tanya Reeves will compete in both the 200 and 400-yard medleys, and Rafferty will swim in the 100 and 200-yard backstroke events.

According to Saint Mary's Director of Athletics Jo-Ann Nester, the qualifiers have achieved a great deal.

"I'm thrilled that so many swimmers qualified," she said. "They've worked hard, and they continue to work hard. Some of the qualifiers are well under the qualifying times, and they stand a really strong chance of a good showing at Nationals."

Swim Coach Nancy Jo Kuzmitz was especially pleased with the number of relay teams that will compete.

"We have the same number of girls going as we had last year, but we have more relay teams going to Nationals," she said. "We qualified for all possible relays, and that's really good for us."

Kuzmitz pointed out that there are still two events in which Saint Mary's could qualify.

"Meghan Rafferty has made the qualifying cut for the 400-yard freestyle, but she is still a little away from the cutoff time," she said.

Kuzmitz added that Murtagh has met the optional time for the 200-yard freestyle, but he is still trying to make the cutoff time.

Murtagh and Rafferty have the remainder of the season to qualify for the events, and the two will concentrate on meeting the required times at tomorrow's swim meet in Greencastle, Ind., where the Belles will face DePauw and Millikin at 1 p.m.

"We're still working on getting our times down a little more," Kuzmitz said. "We really want to do well in the events at Nationals."

THE ONLY THING THAT BEATS COMING TO MIAMI FOR A VACATION...IS COMING FOR AN EDUCATION

THIS SUMMER

- Choose from over 400 courses offered through 14 Schools and Colleges.
- Earn University credit while studying abroad.
- Architecture in Italy
- Geography in Jamaica
- Music in Holland, England, France, Switzerland and Austria
- Biology in Costa Rica
- Complete 12 credits of Intensive Spanish in an environment that encourages and assures learning the language.
- Study the ecology of the Everglades.
- Learn from an outstanding and distinguished faculty.
- Enjoy the international multi-cultural atmosphere of Greater Miami.

First Summer Session
May 14 - June 20, 1986
Second Summer Session
June 25 - August 1, 1986

For further information, please call (1-800-626-7173) or mail the coupon to:
Office of Summer Sessions
University of Miami
PO. Box 248605
Coral Gables, FL 33124

Please send me a FREE Summer Sessions Bulletin and Application for Admission to the University of Miami Summer Sessions.

Name ____________________________ Address ____________________________
City __________ State ______ Zipcode _______
Sports

Notre Dame men's swimming team loses close meet to Bradley, 59-54

By SCOTT ENGLIS
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame men's swim team entered its meet yesterday at the Rolfs Aquatic Center with the hope that it could just stay close to a faster Bradley University team. Before the day was over, however, the Irish were able to do that and more, maintaining a two-point advantage into the last event before finally falling, 59-54, to the Braves.

"This meet was a real sign of team character and pride," said satisfied Notre Dame coach Tim Welsh. "On paper, Bradley was fast enough to win every event and had the potential to make the meet really lopsided."

As expected, the Bradley swimmers started the meet off strongly, taking the first three events and building a substantial lead. Beginning with the 50-yard freestyle, however, the Irish men put together a string of strong races that pulled them back into contention.

"Our guys took their events to heart, prepared well, and swam competitively with excellent swims coming at the right times," added Welsh.

Two of those excellent swims were put in by Notre Dame senior Blaise Harding (Evansville, Ind.), the only Irish double-winner. Harding had the winning times in both the 400-yard individual medley (4:18.60) and the 500-yard freestyle (4:53.14) to give his teammates the lift they needed. Coach Welsh credited the turnaround in the meet to these two key events.

"After taking first and third in the I.M. to pull the meet within three points, everybody believed the meet would be close," stated Welsh. "Then, after the 500 free, we knew we would be in it until the last event."

And in it they were, as the Notre Dame men took to the blocks in the 400-yard freestyle relay with a 54-52 advantage. The race was exciting to the finish, as Bradley and Notre Dame were dead even through three legs before the Braves pulled away at the end.

In a gallant effort, the Irish foursome of Rogelio Miro, Jim Dowd, John Koeuka and Jeff Grace posted a time of 3:14.74 in the last event, a full two seconds faster than any time this year for Notre Dame.

Despite the great effort, the loss drops Notre Dame's season record to 3-3, but the Irish can still salvage a win over the eighth-ranked Syracuse Orangemen. Chuck Freeby previews the game on page 16.
**Campus**

**FRIDAY**

- 12:15 P.M. - Friday Forum, "The College Curriculum and the Special Mission of Notre Dame," Michael Roux, dean, College of Arts and Letters, Room 124 Center for Social Concerns Building, Brown Bag or Soup and Bread $1
- 3:30 P.M. - Colloquium, "Fearing For Our Mental Lives," Prof. Aren Edidin, Notre Dame; Library Lounge
- 4:00 P.M. - Seminar, "The Fatigue of In-service Lightwightg Rail," Peter Kurath, University of Illinois, Room 503 Cushing, Sponsored by Civil Engineering Auditorium
- 4:00 P.M. - Reception for Peter Mitten, Saint Mary's Athletics-in-Residence, Room 147, Sculpture Room, Moreau Hall
- 6:30 P.M. - Meeting, Ichthus Christian Fellowship Meeting, Library Lounge
- 7:00 P.M. - Women's Swimming, Notre Dame vs. Illinois-Chicago, Rolfs Aquatic Center
- 7:00 P.M. - Tennis, Notre Dame vs. Purdue, ACC
- 7:00 P.M. - Voice Recital, Mary Beaudoin, Graduate Student Voice Recital, Annenberg Auditorium, Sponsored by Music Dept.
- 7:00 P.M. - Comedy Competition, "We Can Make You Laugh Or You Get $25," Washington Hall, Sponsored by SAB, 12
- 7:00 P.M. & 11:00 P.M. - Movie, "E.T.," Engineering Auditorium, Sponsored by SAB, $1.50
- 7:00 P.M. & 11:00 P.M. - Movie, "The French Connection," Knights of Columbus Building, Sponsored by Knights of Columbus
- 9:00 P.M. - Tri-Military Ball, South Dining Hall
- AFTER THE REVUE - Keenan Revue Party, Parlor of Haggar College Center, Sponsored by Saint Mary's Student Government

**SATURDAY**

- 2:00 P.M. - Women's Basketball, Notre Dame vs. Xavier, ACC Arena
- 2:00 P.M. - Men's Swimming, Notre Dame vs. Ferris State, Rolfs Aquatic Center
- 5:00 P.M. - Wrestling, Notre Dame vs. Purdue, ACC
- 5:00 P.M. - Voice Recital, Mary Beaudoin, Graduate Student Voice Recital, Annenberg Auditorium, Sponsored by Music Dept.
- 7:00 P.M. - Catholic Faith Program, "What Catholics Should Know About the Sacraments," Fr. Andre Leveille, Keenan Stanford Chapel
- 8:00 P.M. - Lecture, "Inside's Perspective on a Political Solution to the U.S. Nicaraguan Conflict," Edgar Chambosos, Library Auditorium
- 7:00 P.M. & 9:00 P.M. - Movie, "E.T.," Engineering Auditorium, Sponsored by SAB, $1.50
Sports

Irish meet highly-ranked Syracuse, try to improve dismal road record

By CHUCK FREEBY
Sports Writer

SYRACUSE, N.Y. - When the Notre Dame basketball team embarks on its next journey, it will bear quite a similarity to Columbia University.

The Irish are hoping to find a lot of things in common with the Columbia Lions, including respectability and a win. None of them will come early Saturday afternoon when Notre Dame meets No. 8 Syracuse in a nationally-televised matchup at the Carrier Dome in upstate New York.

Notre Dame has lost its last three road games, and Irish coach Digger Phelps sees this trip as an important test for his team.

"Right now, Syracuse is playing better than we are," notes Phelps, who will look for his team to improve on its current 15-4 road record. "We have not played well on the road, and that's where you improve your credibility. That's the test of any team, to see if you can get confidence on the road, you get confidence for the NCAA tournament."

The Orangemen are a certainly a tournament-caliber squad, allowing only 80-84 points per contest and shooting 88-90 percent from the free-throw line. The Orangemen are a #2 ranked team in the nation.

"They're a very solid team. I think they are a little stronger than Clemson, because they have a little more balance," notes McCann.

McCann said he doesn't expect to win either match, but he is looking for a good showing from his squad. "I want us to keep the score down this year," he continued. "I want our kids to go into the match with a positive attitude and not be intimidated. I'm looking for a good meet.""According to the coach, these are the kinds of matches important to building a solid program at Notre Dame.

"We want to be respectable," he said. "We don't have the horses to beat them yet, but if we want to get our program like their programs we have to start competing well against them.

Both matches are scheduled for Saturday at the ACC pit. The Purdue match will start at 2 p.m., while the Clemson match is set for 7 p.m.

Faust can escape contract - for Notre Dame

By RICK RIEBROCK
Sports Writer

Notre Dame's wrestling team faces two excellent teams this weekend, including nationally-ranked Clemson and Purdue visit the ACC.

Both teams present formidable problems for Head Coach Fran McCann.

McCann said he hopes for a better performance than last year's match with the Tigers, which resulted in a 45-2 loss.

"They beat us bad last year," McCann said. "We would like to see the score a lot closer than it was last year."

"They're ranked No. 20 right now and they've been ranked all year. They have a very good team."

However, despite Clemson's national ranking, McCann said he feels Purdue presents the bigger challenge.

"They have their best team in years," he said. "I think they are a little stronger than Clemson, because they have a little more balance.

"I think the most improved wrestler is the Orangemen's Matt Test.

"In that event, it's safe to say Faust needn't concentrate on trying to improve dismal road record anything but a very solid program at Notre Dame."

"Krug and this year's Irish have made the mat meaningful again."

Faust attended the Notre Dame-Dayton basketball game at the Carrier Dome Wednesday night. He was in town to recruit for Akron to visit the two children who attend Dayton, Julie (a transfer from Saint Mary's) and Gerry, Jr. Faust reported that he plans 16 oral commitments to Akron with four scholarships still to give before next Wednesday's signing date for high school seniors.

But while things seem to be going well for Faust these days, the same probably could not be said for most of his former assistants. Others than those assisted by Lou Hollis (George Keifer, Joe Votola and Mike Stock), none have yet to find another coaching position and many remain in South Bend.

"I've been lucky in some important ways as far as wrestling goes. I've never been seriously injured and I've had some good people, like Phil Buty, to help me. Coach McCann has been just super for me as well as everyone. Not only in the way I wrestle - my technique and style and so on - but his "never-say-die" attitude and his handling of pressure has really rubbed off," said Krug.

"He has given me a lot of confidence and makes no bones about the factors of his 177-pound weight class.

"Heart and desire," says McCann. "I think the most improved player this year is Dave Kempton. He should be the starter. He's a leader. And he's a leader and he's a leader."

"Krug leads by example as captain of inexperienced wrestling squad

By ED JORDANICH
Sports Writer

As a freshman at McNicholas High School in Cincinnati, Ohio, John Krug went to a meeting for students interested in wrestling. He happened to be holding the door for the head coach after the meeting, who was impressed with Krug's eagerness to wrestle.

Put on the spot, the unsure 177-pounder agreed to board himself answering with an enthusiastic yes. It was more than just an answer to John Krug. It was a chance for the transition from high school to college.

"I took a beating when I first came here," says Krug.

"There have been athletes who can really play, " comments Phelps. "What impresses me most about this is theire shooting ability. Both of them are dangerous from 20 feet."

"I think our confidence is as great as it has ever been."

"It's obvious we have to have confidence and veterans and experience in this game. It's obvious we have to have confidence and experience in this game."

The middle of that front line is center Roy Sekaly. The sophomore from Greece has blossomed this year for Syracuse, scoring over 10 points per game and leading the team to second place in the NCAA Big Ten.

"I think the most improved player in the country is Sekaly," says Phelps. "Their front line is going to be rebuilding very important for us in this game. It's obvious we have tocompete with them on the boards, so going to have serious problems.

"The Irish will be looking for some offensive consistency, which was sorely missing in last year's loss to Dayton. Phelps needs a good game from his backcourt, Chuck Buty."

"We're bringing Joseph Price out of last year's game. He's been on sabbatical since the DePaul game, but his history is in our game plan against Price. He's going to be up to, (David) Rivers, (Mark) Miller, (Chuck) Buty."

"I don't know if we have to worry a lot about the outside." LinkedIn

"We have to regain our usual starting lineup of Kent Barlow (4.5 ppg) and Donald Royal (9.6 ppg) at the forward, " says McCann. "(6.2 ppg) at center, and Rivers (16.2 ppg) and Stevenson (8.4 ppg) at the guard slots."

Faust may not have seen the last of Gerry Faust, or so the former Irish coach thinks. Faust, if you can believe it, has a escape clause in his contract at the University of Akron which states that he can get out of that agreement after the first year to accept a job at Notre Dame.

The Cleveland Plain Dealer reported in yesterday's edition that Faust can jump his Akron contract if it is to take a job at a Big Ten school or an Atlantic Coast Conference school.

As Faust himself was so fond of saying, "You silly bunny."

"Is this a bad joke, or what?"

But apparently Faust doesn't think so - but is this man in touch with reality?

Faust's five-year, $70,000-a-year contract stipulates that he can terminate it with 30 days' notice if the Akron football program is not Division I by Dec. 1, 1987. Akron presently is a member of the Division IAA Ohio Valley Conference, but has applied for membership in the Mid-American, Division I Conference.

The contract, signed by Faust and Akron President William V. Mose, reads: "It is understood the University will make every reasonable effort to establish the program as a Division I football program by the 1987 football season."

"Despite Akron's commitment, the Zips will be facing a hard road to the Division I level. Although some schools have gone from Division IAA to Division I in basketball, none have made the jump in football. That reason and